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nWHA T \VISE HEN KNOW' 

INTRoDUm'ION About this time three years ago, just before Epiphany, if you 
had looked up at the heavens, you >-rould have seen the conjunc

tion of the planets Jupiter and Saturn. This same configuration, we are told, 
occurred in the skies over the Near East in the year 7 B. c. 

The sophisticated science in those days was called astrology. And the world 1 f 

best astrologers all lived in Persia. The astrologers were called ~~gi, and later 
on they were to be called \-lise Men. Their job was to be advisors to kings on 
matters of politics and economics and international affairs. 

In that year when Saturn and Jupiter came together in a constellation called 
Pisces, the Wise Men all agreed that it meant only one thing, that a mighty ruler 
would die in that year and another would be born to take his place. The fact 
that the conjunction took place in the constellation called Pisces, meant that 
the shiftt, of power wonld occur in the land of the Jews. 

MORE ON THE l\1AGI Archaeology has learned much about the Magi. We knOl-l the 
role they played in the ancient world. t'le know their 

craft and the methods of their science. Lie also knovr that the Persian Magi, or 
astrologers, were famous for their ability to predict the birth of kings and 
great leaders. 

At the time when Alexander the Great was born the Persian .Hagis predicted 
that a great world ruler 1·Wuld be born. lrJhen Caesar Augustus was born the Persian 
Magi made a similar prediction. 

Their reputation was worldwide and their political clout was considerable. 
They were the best in the world and rulers took them seriously. An astrologer:' s 
business is to knm-r what is going to happen; their job depended on their accuracy. 
An event as important as the transfer of power in a land as strategic as 
Palestine was in those days - as it is even today -would prompt the Magi to 
embark on a journey to that land to check the confirmation of such a prediction 
first hand. 

So when Matthew records, 

"Now when Jesus was born in the days of Herod, the King, be
hold \Vise Hen from the East came to Jerusalem, saying, 
1l.rJhere is He who has been born King of the Jews? For we 
have seen His star in the sky and have come to worship Him'"· 

•••• you can be sure that their arrival in Jerusalem would be taken quite seriously. 

HEROD WAS TROUBLED The text says that Herod was troubled. That, too, could 
have been predicted. Herod used the title, "King of the 

Jevrs", andhe held it somewhat precariously. He was not a Jew himself, but an 
Edomite. He was a member of a hated race and the Jews didn't reallv warm up to 
him. There were persistent rumors of arrned rebellion against him. He ruled with 
an iron hand with the backing of the Roman Proconsul, whose only concern as a 
minor bureaucrat in the colonial bureaucracy was that there be no trouble in his 
part of the Empire. 

So when Herod hears that vlise Hen are in town, Matthew, wi.th a kind of Bri tisl 
understatement, says he was "troubled". Actually, he panicked, for astrologers 
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from the East were to be taken se.rlously, and if they were asking if a King had 
~een born in these parts, there must be something to it. 

s 
HEROD AND TI{E MAGI And so Herod summoned his advisors and asked where the 

Messiah 1-ras to be born. He was srna.rt enough to know that 
it was not another king the Jews wanted. They had had their fill of kings. 
They were expecting a Hessiah, one, in other v.Jords, who rmuld drive the Romans 
and i;hetr cronies like Herod, out of the land and establish a theocracy called 
The Kingdom of God. The JeH·ish terrorists, v1ho •,1ere a plague upon Herod, 
believed that if they would only start a war the Messiah would descend from 
heaven and would intervene and win the war on their behalf. So it was a 
Messiah that Herod feared! 

His advisors, as you know, saj_d that it had been prophesied that He would be 
born in Bethlehem. So Herod called the threo 'Nise Men in to meet with him and 
said the Babe they were looking for would probably be found in a t01m down the 
road a piece, a little town called Bethlehemo "And "krhen you find Him ••• come and 
tell me about it, that I, too may worship Him." 

The Magi went to Bethlehem and there found the Child and gave Him their 
gifts, as was the custom, a diplomatic courtesy to exchange gifts between rulers. 
They knew what Herod had in mind and vlhat he 1-1as plotting. They were not called 
Wise Hen for nothing. They ignored his invitation to return to his palace and 
went home by another way • 

. The sequel to this story is not very pretty. It begins in the 13th verse 
of the second chapter of Matthew, and you won't find it read in Church very often. 
It spoils the beauty of the moving nativity scene at Christmas that we love so 
much. But Hhen Herod dis covered that the \·Jise Hen had tricked him, he ordered 
the massacre of all the male children born that year in Bethlehem. A terrible 
crime, but certainly not out of character for Herod for we know that suspecting 
a palace revolt, he had previously murdered Harianna, the favorite of his ten 
wives. That he had murdered his father-in-law, then his brother-in-law, and 
then even some of his own children. It's not unlikely that he would have 
ordered the death of the male children in Bethlehem in order to save his crown. 

'YtiE REASON FOR MENTIONING THIS I mention all of this as a background to under-
score that the event of the life of Jesus was a 

part of the real world - the tumultuous, violent world of the First Century. In
volved in that world were kings and empires, violent political uprisings with 
even more violent reprisals, petty bureaucrats and the political decisions that 
have to be made in order to keep governments running. 

The story is recorded to procla.im something to us. And it is this: that 
none of this determines the course of :1istory - not empires, not kings, not 
bureaucrats, not even revolutionaries and the armies that suppress them. God 
controls history and wise men .. those who really know what is happening in the 
world.- can see it. 

So when the best there were - the 1.-lise Hen from Persia - came to Bethlehem, 
they knew that the future uf the 1-Torld was not being determined in Herod 1 s palace 
in Jerusalem, nor even in Caesar's palace in Rome. The future of the world was 
being determined in a stable in Bethlehem. ~Jj_se men are those who know what is 
happening in the world anrl they arrange their lives accordingly. So who are the 
\rJise Men of our time? I want to su~gest in the remaining moments that you .will 
recognize them by three characteristics - one for each of the three l'lise Men. 
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PATIENCE The first characteristic of a 'dise Man is patience. One of the 
values of star-gazing is that you can see a scale of time that is 

different from the one to which we are accustomed. The conjunction of Jupiter 
and Saturn occured every twenty years, or about the span of a generation. So if 
y-ou learned that that configuration had politica.l repercussions on earth, then 
y-ou learned to be patient. You didn't eXPect things to happen overnight. Some 
things in this life do take generations to happen. 

Today it is more likely that one will learn patience not from astrology 
and looking to the heavens, but from looking at history, and looking to the past. 
There you will see that history has its ups and downs, roughly equivalent to the 
span of a generation. During the dowm-1ard spirals mankind has been dull and 
unimaginative, brutish and mean. But during the upward· spiral~ of history, 
mankind has accomplished beautiful and brave things, great and grand works of 
art, loved liberty with a passion and lived with dignity and honor. 

So history ought to teach one to wait out the depressions patiently in the 
assurance that inevitably a better time will come. Yes, "life can only be under
stood backwards, but it must be lived forwards." 

And this is true in our personal lives as well. The title of the play, "A 
Man for All Seasons" ought to be the motto for our lives. The seasons of the 
year have their counterparts in our lives. vle all knm1 the joy of Spring, and 
the growth of Summer, the sadness of the Fall, and the death of Winter. Wise 
¥~n know that one season will inevitably follow another - not just in nature, but 
also in our lives. So when Spring ends we can be thankful for the joy we have 
known. He don't have to continue to live with bitterness. When Hinter comes 
we can endure it in the knm1ledge that the time will come when new life appears. 

Wise Men pace their lives by the movement of the heavens and the rhythms of 
history, both move at their own mysterious pace, and no worrying ever accelerates 
them or stops them. 

Jesus told a parable of a farmer who planted his crop and then went to bed 
and got himself a good night's sleep. Thereafter he gave the crop hardly a 
thought at all. He had done all that he could and the rest was out of his hands. 
He need only be patient nov1, and in time - in God 1 s time ••• not his time, the grain 
would appear, then the ear and the full grain and finally the harvest. Patience 
is the first characteristic of Wise 1'-ien. 

Rudyard Kipling recommended that the leaders of nations study the art of 
11 judicious leaving alone • 11 And P.ascal thought that most of the evils of life arose 
from "man's being unable to sit still in a room". And they say that Chief 
Justice Berger has a little warning sign on his desk, "L. I. S. - let it simmer". 

PERSISTENT Secondly, they are persistent. They follovt the light as they see 
it and nothing tempts them from their mission. Most wise men were 

in the employ of kings, and therefore they told the king what they wanted to hear. 
That's the easiest and safest lvay not only to keep yourjob, but your head as 
well, if you work for a king. 

But the great Wise Men were not intimated by threats nor seduced by the royal 
power of kings. They were persistent in holding onto the vision that they knew. 
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vle, .. too, are intimidated and seduced into abandoning the values we believe 
in, in order go be accepted, or in order to be successful• But those who make 
a contribution to society are always those who hold to their principles, even 
thougn"they may be in the minority, and even though it may turn out that their 
·principles were wrong. For the witness of integrity itself is the contribution 
that rdse men can make. 

I've heard grown adults talk about their parents with admiration and with 
' gratitude. Although they disagreed with their parents and perhaps rejected 

their parents' style of life, they had their mm values- but they were 
eternally grateful to their parents for being who they were. The integrity of 
their parents was a gift they gave to their children, the most beautiful 
gift they could give. 

Senator Paul Douglas once gave a tribute to his colleague in the Senate, 
Senator George Aiken of Vermont. Senator Douglas admitted that he often had 
doubts up to the last minute on how to vote on some of the· complex issues that 
came before the Senate. He confessed that more than once he had watched how 
Senator Aiken voted in order to see what he should do, even though he, Douglas, 
was a Democrat and Aiken was a Republican. Douglas said that while Aiken, like 
anybody else, could err on a matter of fact, he had never seen him bluffed or 
fooled or frightened on a matter of moral principle. 

That's what wise men are like. They are persistent and consistent. They 
follow the light as they see it. 

PROVIDENCE First, patience, then persistence and finally wise men look for 
providence. 

They know that God and nothing else is in charge of history and of our lives, 
and if we will look faithfully, then in time we will finally see the light that 
will lead us to a new life. 

Providence means that God is able to take the stuff of history, and the 
events of our personal life, and make good come out of it. So while the old is 
dying, the new is being born. 

While everybody else in society is lamenting the chaos of society, the wise 
men are those who are able to see the beginning of a new life even in the midst 
of decay. They are the nnes vrho point to that and call that to other people's 
attention. While some people dwell on their own personal problems, wise men look 
to the blessings they have received so that they can live in joy. While some 
feel they have been treated poorly in life and giveup and live the rest of their 
lives in bitterness, wise men know they have never been able to stray away from 
the providence of God, so they are ready to move out even on perilous journeys. 

Hugh Redwood, the English journalist, tells of a time he had been under a 
severe nervous strain. He had come to a cross road in his life. He had to make a 
decision and he didn't knovr wha.t to do. He was to give a speech in another town 
and was staying at the house of a friend. His friend said, "You look tired. \-lhy 
don't you go upstairs and rest and get away from all these people". 

To his delight he was shown a lovely sitting room with a nice fireplace, 
an easy chair pulled up to the fire, and at his elbow a reading stand with a 
large Bible open to the 59th Psalm. There is a verse which reads, "The God of mercy 
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shall prevent me." 

In old English, the word "prevent" means to go before. Somebody had penciled 
in the margin a paraphrase of that verse which read, 

"My God, in His loving kindness shall meet me at 
every corner." 

And Redwood said that gave. him strength to make the decision he had to make in 
the knowledge that when he "turned the corner, the prcvidence of God would be 
there". 

t\' 

That 1s the faith that prompts the v-rise men o·f our time to mak~ perilous 
journeys, for they know that even in Herod's land, a Saviour can be born. 
Patience. Persistence. Providence. What beautiful gifts-the Wise Men of old 
pass on to us even today. 

PRAYER Open our minds, 0 God, to the thoughts of thee and of thy purpose 
for us. Grant that we may never settle down in the familiar and 

the comfortable, so that we are not ready to rise up and follow the stars 
that lead us out and on. Help us in our life here on earth to start out on 
the great adventure of firlrling a way of life with our fellow men and women 
as vle have been taught by our Lord, Jesus Christ. Grant us in that adventure -
patience, persistence and the gift of providence. In.the spirit of Christ, we 

. . ~ ... 



11WHAT WISE MEN KNOW" 

INTRODUCTION About this time three years ago, just before Epiphany, if you 
had looked up at the heavens, you would have seen the conjunc

tion of the planets Jupiter and Saturn. This same configuration, we are told, 
occurred in the skies over the Near East in the year 7 B. c. 

The sophisticated science in those days was called astrology. And the world's 
best astrologers all lived in Persia. The astrologers were called Magi, and later 
on they were to be called Wise Men. Their job was to be advisors to kings on 
matters of politics and economics and international affairs. 

In that year when Saturn and Jupiter came together in a constellation called 
Pisces, the Wise Men all agreed that it meant only one thing, that a mighty ruler 
would die in that year and another would be born to take his place. The fact 
that the conjunction took place in the constellation called Pisces, meant that 
the shi'l't.t of power wonld occur in the land of the Jews. 

MORE ON THE MAGI Archaeology has learned much about the Magi. We know the 
role they played in the ancient world. Lve know their 

craft and the methods of their science. We also know that the Persian Magi, or 
astrologers, were famous for their ability to predict the birth of kings and 
great leaders. 

At the time when Alexander the Great was born the Persian Magis predicted 
that a great world ruler would be born. When Caesar Augustus was born the Persian 
Magi made a similar prediction. 

Their reputation was worldwide and their political clout was considerable. 
They 1-rere the best in the world and rulers took them seriously. An astrologer~s 
business is to know what is going to happen; their job depended on their accuracy. 
An event as important as the transfer of power in a land as strategic as 
Palestine was in those days - as it is even today - would prompt the Magi to 
embark on a journey to that land to check the confirmation of such a prediction 
first hand. 

So when Matthew records, 

"Now when Jesus was born in the days of Herod, the King, be
hold Wise Men from the East came to Jerusalem, saying, 
'vfuere is He who has been born King of the Jews? For we 
have seen His star in the sky and have come to worship Him'" • 

•••• you can be sure that their arrival in Jerusalem would be taken quite seriously. 

HEROD WAS TROUBLED The text says that Herod was troubled. That, too, could 
have been predicted. Herod used the title, "King of the 

Jews", and he held it somewhat precariously. He was not a Jew himself, but an 
Edomite. He was a member of a hated race and the Jews didn't really warm up to 
him. There were persistent rumors of armed rebellion against him. :He ruled with 
an iron hand with the backing of the Roman Proconsul, whose only concern as a 
minor bureaucrat in the colonial bureaucracy was that there be no trouble in his 
part of the Empire. 

So when Herod hears that Wise Men are in town, Matthew, with a kind of British 
understatement, says he was "troubled". Actually, he panicked, for astrologers 
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from the East were to be taken seriously, and if they were asking if a King had 
been born in these parts, there must be something to it. 

HEROD AND THE MAGI And so Herod summoned his advisors and asked where the 
Messiah was to be born. He was smart enough to know that 

it was not another king the Jews wanted. They had had their fill of kings. 
They were expecting a :t-1essiah, one, in other words, who would drive the Romans 
and their cronies like Herod, out of the land and establish a theocracy called 
The Kingdom of God. The Jewish terrorists, who were a plague upon Herod, 
believed that if they would only start a war the Messiah would descend from 
heaven and would intervene and win the war on their behalf. So it was a 
Messiah that Herod fearedl 

His advisors, as you know, said that it had been prophesied that He would be 
born in Bethlehem. So Herod called the three Wise Men in to meet with him and 
said the Babe they were looking for would probably be found in a town down the 
road a piece, a little town called Bethlehem. "And when you find Him ••• come and 
tell me about it, that I, too may worship Him." 

The Y~gi went to Bethlehem and there found the Child and gave Him their 
gifts, as was the custom, a diplomatic courtesy to exchange gifts between rulers. 
They knew what Herod had in mind and what he was plotting. They were not called 
Wise Men for nothing. They ignored his invitation to return to his palace and 
went home by another way. 

The sequel to this story is not very pretty. It begins in the 13th verse 
of the second chapter of Matthew, and you won't find it read in Church very often. 
It spoils the beauty of the moving nativity scene at Christmas that we love so 
much. But when Herod discovered that the Wise Men had tricked him, he ordered 
the massacre of all the male children born that year in Bethlehem. A terrible 
crime, but certainly not out of character for Herod for we know that suspecting 
a palace revolt, he had previously murdered Marianna, the favorite of his ten 
wives. That he had murdered his father-in-law, then his brother-in-law, and 
then even some of his own children. It 1 s not unlikely that he would have 
ordered the death of the male children in Bethlehem in order to save his crown. 

THE REASON FOR MENTIONING THIS I mention all of this as a background to under-
score that the event of the life of Jesus was a 

part of the real world - the tumultuous, violent world of the First Century. In
volved in that world were kings and empires, violent political uprisings with 
even more violent reprisals, petty bureaucrats and the political decisions that 
have to be made in order to keep governments running. 

The story is recorded to proclaim something to us. And it is this: that 
none of this determines the course of history - not empires, not kings, not 
bureaucrats, not even revolutionaries and the armies that suppress them. God 
controls history and wise men - those who really know what is happening in the 
world - can see it. 

So when the best there were - the Wise Men from Persia - came to Bethlehem, 
they knew that the future of the world was not being determined in Herod's palace 
in Jerusalem, nor even in Caesar's palace in Rome. The future of the world was 
being determined in a stable in Bethlehem. Wise men are those who know what is 
happening in the world and they arrange their lives accordingly. So who are the 
Wise Men of our time? I want to suggest in the remaining moments that you will 
recognize them by three characteristics - one for each of the three Wise ~1en. 
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PATIENCE The first characteristic of a Wise Man is patience. One of the 
values of star-gazing is that you can see a scale of time that is 

different from the one to which we are accustomed. The conjunction of Jupiter 
and Saturn occured every twenty years, or about the span of a generation. So if 
you learned that that configuration had political repercussions on earth, then 
you learned to be patient. You didn't expect things to happen overnight. Some 
things in this life do take generations to happen. 

Today it is more likely that one will learn patience not from astrology 
and looking to the heavens, but from looking at history, and looking to the past. 
There you will see that history has its ups and downs, roughly equivalent to the 
span of a generation. During the downward spirals mankind has been dull and 
unimaginative, brutish and mean. But during the upward".:spirals of history, 
mankind has accomplished beautiful and brave things, great and grand works of 
art, loved liberty with a passion and lived with dignity and honor. 

So history ought to teach one to wait out the depressions patiently in the 
assurance that inevitably a better time will come. Yes, "life can only be under
stood backwards, but it must be lived forwards." 

And this is true in our personal lives as well. The title of the play, "A 
Man for All Seasons" ought to be the motto for our lives. The seasons of the 
year h.:we their counterparts in our lives. We all knm-1 the joy of Spring, and 
the growth of Summer, the sadness of the Fall, and the death of Winter. Wise 
Men know that one season will inevitably follow another - not just in nature, but 
also in our lives. So when Spring ends we can be thankful for the joy we have 
known. lrJe don't have to continue to live with bitterness. When Winter comes 
we can endure it in the knovdedge that the time will come when new life appears. 

Wise Men pace their lives by the movement of the heavens and the rhythms of 
history, both move at their own lT\VSterious pace, and no worrying ever accelerates 
them or stops them. 

Jesus told a parable of a farmer who planted his crop and then went to bed 
and got h.imself a good night 1 s sleep. Thereafter he gave the crop hardly a 
thought at all. He had done all that he could and the rest was out of his hands. 
He need only be patient now, and in time- in God's time ••• not his time, the grain 
would appear, then the ear and the full grain and finally the harvest. Patience 
is the first characteristic of Wise Men. 

Rudyard Kipling recommended that the leaders of nations study the art of 
"judicious leaving alone. 11 And P.as:cal thought that most of the evils of life arose 
from "man's being unable to sit still in a room". And they say that Chief 
Justice Berger has a little warning sign on his desk, "L. I. S. - let it simmer". 

PERSISTENT Secondly, they are persistent. They follow the light as they see 
it and nothing tempts them from their mission. Most wise men were 

in the employ of kings, and therefore they told the king what they wanted to hear. 
That's the easiest and safest way not only to keep your job, but your head as 
well, if you work for a king. 

But the great Wise Men were not intimated by threats nor seduced by the royal 
power of kings. They were persistent in holding onto the vision that they knew. 
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We, too, are intimidated and seduced into abandoning the values we believe 
in, in order go be accepted, or in order to be successful. But those who make 
a contribution to society are always those who hold to their principles, even 
though they may be in the minority, and even though it may turn out that their 
·principles were wrong. For the witness of integrity itself is the contribution 
that wise men can make. 

I've heard grown adults talk about their parents with admiration and with 
gratitude. Although they disagreed with their parents and perhaps rejected 
their parents' style of life, they had their own values - but they were 
eternally grateful to their parents for being who they were. The integrity of 
their parents was a gift they gave to their children, the most beautiful 
gift they could give. 

Senator Paul Douglas once gave a tribute to his colleague in the Senate, 
Senator George Aiken of Vermont. Senator Douglas admitted that he often had 
doubts up to the last minute on how to vote on some of the complex issues that 
came before the Senate. He confessed that more than once he had watched how 
Senator Aiken voted in order to see what he should do, even though he, Douglas, 
was a Democrat and Aiken was a Republican. Douglas said that while Aiken, like 
anybody else, could err on a matter of fact, he had never seen him bluffed or 
fooled or frightened on a matter of moral principle. 

That's what wise men are like. They are persistent and consistent. They 
follow the light as they see it. 

PROVIDENCE First, patience, then persistence and finally wise men look for 
providence. 

They know that God and nothing else is in charge of history and of our lives, 
and if we will look faithfully, then in time we will finally see the light that 
will lead us to a new life. 

Providence means that God is able to take the stuff of history, and the 
events of our personal life, and make good come out of it. S'o while the old is 
dying, the new is being born. 

While everybody else in society is lamenting the chaos of society, the wise 
men are those who are able to see the beginning of a new life even in the midst 
of decay. They are the nnes who point to that and call that to other people's 
attention. While some people dwell on their own personal problems, wise men look 
to the blessings they have received so that they can live in joy. While some 
feel they have been treated poorly in life and give up and live the rest of their 
lives in bitterness, wise men know they have never been able to stray away from 
the providence of God, so they are ready to move out even on perilous journeys. 

Hugh Redwood, the English journalist, tells of a time he had been under a 
severe nervous strain. He had come to a cross road in his life. He had to make a 
decision and he didn't know what to do. He was to give a speech in another town 
and was staying at the house of a friend. His friend said, "You look tired. Why 
don't you go upstairs and rest and get away from all these people". 

To his delight he was shown a lovely sitting room with a nice fireplace, 
an easy chair pulled up to the fire, and at his elbow a reading stand with a 
large Bible open to the 59th Psalm. There is a verse which reads, "The God of mercy 
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shall prevent me." 

In old English, the word "prevent" means to go before. Somebody had penciled 
in the margin a paraphrase of that verse which read, 

"My God, in His loving kindness shall meet me at 
every corner." 

And Redwood said that gave. him strength to make the decision he had to make in 
the knowledge that when he "turned the corner, the providence of God would be 
there". 

That's the faith that prompts the wise men of our time to make perilous 
journeys, for they know that even in Herod's land, a Saviour can be born. 
Patience. Persistence. Providence. What beautiful gifts the Wise Men of old 
pass on to us even today. 

PRAYER Open our minds, 0 God, to the thoughts of thee and of thy purpose 
for us. Grant that we may never settle down in the familiar and 

the comfortable, so that t..re are not ready to rise up and follow the stars 
that lead us out and on. Help us in our life here on earth to start out on 
the great adventure of fidding a way of life with our fellow men and women 
as vle have been taught by our Lord, Jesus Christ. Grant us in that adventure -
patience, persistence and the gift of providence. In the spirit of Christ, we 
pray. Amen 



PASTORAL PRAYER: January 8, 1984 

ALMIGHTY GOD, our loving and caring Father, we turn to You this day with 
eager, expectant and grateful hearts ••• fully aware that Your 
thoughts are above our thoughts and Your ways are higher 
than our ways. 

HELP US TO REMEMBER that You are truly the hope of our days, 
the strength of our weakness. And for this we praise Your 
holy name. 

WE GATHER here this morning with happy recollection of our 
experience of You and of Your saving and redeeming power 
in times past ••• in other years, in other places. 

IF THERE are fears and frustrations that haunt us at this year's be
ginning, let us hear Your counsel and let us feel Your com
fort and '"Sustairiing power"' your light and love~ 

MAY there be inroads of You strength in our lives to 
make us conquerors in times of crisis. 

MAY there be wells of spiritual reserve in our souls 
for the valleys through which we shall surely walk 
in weeks ahead. 

MAY there be deposits of divine guidance firmly planted 
in our minds for those times of temptation and 
decision that will be ours in the months of this 

HELP US FATHER, to face the future with definite courage and with deep 
commitment. 

4 • GRANT to each of us a sensitive heart ... a heart of true 
concern that will respond to the hurts and ills 
of those about us. 

1. WE ASK for wisdom in the hour of opportunity and for 
patience in the moment of failure. 

3 • HELP US always to remember that You are the craftsman of 
life, and that we are only Your tools. Make us 
instruments of Your spirit. 

2. THAT THIS year may be one of victory through venture, one of 
accomplishment through action. 

WE NOW ASK YOUR SPECIAL BLESSING3 upon those who are sad and lonely, upon those 
who are sick and suffering from illness. There are others present-
this hour who need g-uidance and love and support because of difficulties 
and problems W1~ whreh they quietly, heroically wrestle. 

WE ASK YOUR blessing upon the President and his cabinet, upon all 
leaders who have awesome responsibilities. Guide them, Father, in 
the path of peace. All this wei ask in the name and spirit of 
Christ, our Lord. 



ANTHEM: "Surely, the Lord Is In This Place" 

"Surely, the Lord is in this place; this 
is none other but the House of God, and this 
is the gate to heaven. And this stone shall 
be God's house. 

Behold now, praise the Lord, all ye 
servants of the Lord. Praise the Lord. Lift 
up your hands in the sanctuary and praise the 
Lord. 

Blessed be the Lord God of Israel from 
everlasting and world without end, and let 
all the people say Amen. Alleluia. Alleluia. 
Amen. Amen." 

ORGAN POSTLUDE 

The organ postlude - a final offering 
of our praise to God - is played after the 
Benediction. Time permitting, we invite you 
to share in the beauty of it. 

FOR THOSE WHO SING 

New members are always welcome to audi
tion to sing in the Choir. Rehearsals are 
held on Wednesdays at 6:15 pm in the down
stairs Choir Room. Now's a good time to 
join the Choir as we begin a new year. 

PICK UP YOUR COPY 

The January issue of "A Word In Edgeways" 
is now available. Copies are in the narthex 
by the door as well as on the table in the 
Russell Room. 

A ROSE ON THE ALTAR 

The rose on the altar today is in honor 
of Zachary Keith Koulermos, infant son of 
Michael and Rhonda Koulermos, born Tuesday, 
December 27th, at Mount Sinai Hospital. 

NOW AVAILABLE 

The 1984 boxes of weekly 
lopes are available. They're 
the rear of the Russell Room. 
box that has your name on it. 

COUNCIL ON.MINISTRIES TO MEET 

offering enve
on a table in 

Pick up the 

The Council on Ministries will meet on 
Wednesday evening, January 11th, at 7:30 pm. 

EDUCATION COMMITTEE TO MEET 

The Education Committee will meet on 
Thursday evening, January 12th. Prior to the 
7:30pm meeting, a light repast will be served 
at seven o'clock. 

FOR THE CRAFTY 

The Craft Workshop will resume next Sun
day after the coffee hour. 

A JANUARY 28th RUMMAGE SALE 

A January 28th Rummage Sale is now "in 
the works". Workers are needed. If you can 
lend a hand, speak to Janet Ernst. 



ORGAN "In Paradisum" 
CALL TO WORSHIP 
HYMN NO. 397 "As With Gladness Men of Old" 
PRAYER OF CONFESSION (seated) 

Dubois 

0 God, our Father, who hast set forth the way 
of life for us in Thy beloved Son; we confess with 
shame our slowness to learn of Him, our reluctance 
to follow Him. Thou has spoken and called and we 
have not given heed; Thy beauty hath shone forth, 
and we have been blind; Thou hast stretched out Thy 
hands to us through our fellows, and we have passed 
by. Forgive us our transgressions; help us to amend 
our ways and in Thine eternal goodness direct what 
we shall be, in the name and power of Thy Son, 
Jesus Christ, our Lord. Amen. 

SILENT MEDITATION -WORDS OF ASSURANCE - LORD ' S PRAYER 

*** 
PSALTER "The Glory of the Lord" 
GLORIA PATRI 
AFFIRMATION OF FAITH 

*** 
ANTHEM 
SCRIPTURE 

"Surely, the Lord Is In This Pl ace" 
Matthew 2: 1 - 12 

PASTORAL PRAYER 
PARISH CONCERNS 

No. 599 
No. 792 
No. 740 

Jephcott 
Page 836 

QUARTET "Ye Who From His Ways Have Turned" Mendelssohn 
PRESENTATION OF THE OFFERING WITH THE DOXOLOGY 
HYMN NO . 184 "Thou Didst Leave Thy Throne" 

(see insert) 
SERMON "What Wise Men Know" 
HYMN NO. 483 "Rejoice, the Lord is King " 
BENEDICTION 
ORGAN "Allegro con brio" 

*** Interval for Ushering 

Mr. Clarke 

Corelli 

UL Lne un~~:.eu MeLnual.::>L 1..-nurcn, ~..-neLy~ l.::> a o::>ctl.e::> uJ.rec
tor for Mary Kay Cosmetics. Here in the Church she serves 
on the Membership Committee and sings in the choir. 

ALTAR FLOWERS 

The flowers on the altar today are given by Dr. 
Josefina Garcia in loving memory of her parents. 

USHERS 

The ushers today are Kenneth Barclay, Linda Burtch, 
Michael Hayes, Doug Heimbigner, Susan Langley, Lee Myers 
and Ned Vail. 

AN INVITATION 

Coffee and tea will be served in the Russell Room 
following the service. Members and friends are invited 
to share in these moments of warmth made possible for us 
today by Peggy Carey , Joe Anna Arnett, Gwendolyn Cranston, 
Josefina Garcia, Diana Johnson and Beryl Wilks. 

CHURCH SCHOOL AND NURSERY CARE 

Sessions of Church School for children are offered 
on Sunday mornings from eleven to twelve. Nursery care 
for infants and toddlers is also available on the fourth 
floor Day School room. 

ADULT BIBLE CLASS 

The Adult Bible Class is now studying Luke's Acts 
of the Apostles. The Class meets at 9:30 am on the 
third floor Fellowship Hall. Coffee is available and 
new friends are always most welcome. Janet Ernst is 
leading the Class until January 29th. 
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